
Press Quotes: 
 

URB Magazine  

“Mochipet is making one hell of an argument—for hip hop and even music in general…. 

 

Time Out New York 

Forget all that talk about Estelle's "American Boy," this is the song of the summer…Bay Area producer 

Mochipet capture the perfect summer afternoon..” - Claire Madigan 

 

San Francisco Bay Guardian 

"an amazingly skilled producer who can effortlessly shapeshift from his known style”. - Billy Jam 

 

Clash Magazine (UK) 

“Top Electronic Artists of 2008 - Savaged edits over schizphreaked beats sizzled Mochipet’s great album 

into our charts…talent populated this sonic bullet.” 

 

Future Music Magazine (UK) 

“It’s the sort of track any ad guy could use on a mobile phone campaign to instantly propel David to the 

kind of status enjoyed by Røyksöpp and a hundred other rich royalty collecting acts…” 

 

East Bay Express (Bay Area) 

“Shows a knack for innovation that separates Wang from the pack… Wang's ability to keep innovating has 

given him real staying power in an increasingly fickle electronic music scene. He now belongs to an elite 

class of Bay Area DJs,” - By Rachel Swan 

 

Toph One (XLR8R) 

“keep an ear on that Mochipet character–his shit is DOPE.” 

 

Outsight 

Mochipet creates dense works of breakbeats and soundbites. – Tom Schulte 

 

San Francisco Bay Guardian (Noise) 

Mochipet Daly City's go-to guy for all things…David Yang has been steadily transforming S.F.'s fractured 

dance scene…the stage is set for his full-scale takeover. Don't even try to fight it. – Ken Taylor 

 

SF Weekly (San Francisco) 

“I have lost control... these musicians are all bound by the fact that there's little binding them, except, 

perhaps, a guiding sense of fuck-'em-if-they-can't-take-a-joke irreverence, an unpracticed and infectious 

weirdness. they don't fit in, but that's exactly why it's working. - Jonathan Zwickel 

 

Artist Quotes: 
 

Kid Koala (Ninjatune) 

“Mochipet is hilariously funky. He should score the next Katamari video game!” 

 

Darko (Ninjatune / BBC / Spank Rock) 

“..this is so where Im at right now....” 

 

MISSILL (Paris, France) 

“WOW, i didnt take a slap on my face like dat since a while.. wow wickeed album !!!...well done, big 

respect” 

 

edIT (The Glitch Mob) 

"Mochi, keepin' it hyphy for the asians." 



 

DJ Rupture (Soot / Tigerbeat6) 

“…Amazing!  Obviously a true gentleman.” 

 

Pharrell (FLUOKIDS Blog) 

Mochipet ….soft and pop, slow fox trot, rubs your buttocks more gently please, I want to take my time like 

turning the first 25 pages of pub of my magazine of mode, mode. 

 

Lazersword (Briefcase Rockers) 

“yo man, was just listening to this mochipet track on my itunes a second ago, and was like what the fuck 

this is the dopest track i've ever heard. that whole album is rawwwwww” 

 

Kid Kameleon (XLR8R) 

“All this looks hella good. The track is dope.” 

 

capslockismyfriend (japan) 

“i will now create a love shrine, and revere you as my deity. i never thought some of the things you've 

mixed would ever go together, so please, continue to suprise me. you're amazin' :D” 

 

 

Radio Quotes: 
 

Indie 103.1 (Los Angeles, CA) 

“The Toys track is amazing!” 

- Dead Air with Chuck P 

 

KEXP (Seattle, WA) 

“beats spanning the hip-hop and electronic genres, often combining the two in memorable fashion…you 

barely have to lift a finger to enjoy this”  

– Kevin Cole & Cheryl Waters 

 

CISM (Montreal, PQ, CANADA) 

“This record is the shit man! Probably his best yet!” 

 

WCDB (Albany, NY) 

“The production is awesome!” 

 

KDHX (St. Louis, MO) 

“Some of these tracks are CRAZY COOL” 

 

KTUH (Honolulu, HI) 

“I wanted to give you some feedback on the Mochipet. I (as well as girls) 

love breakcore, especially inna Mochipet stylee.” 

 

WCNI (New London, CT) 

I do like the new Mochipet! This will get added / charted this week. 

 

KSSU (Sacramento, CA) 

“how could you not love Mochipet.” 

 

KWVA (Eugene, OR) 

“SO AWESOME. I told Sheila(the other top 200 MD) THIS IS SO GOOD…YES MOCHIPET. we all 

LOVE IT AT KWVA.” 

 

KUCI 



“All in all, this is a well put-together sugar coated rush” – Zero Sharp 

 

 


